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InSpect and ReSpect: spectral modeling, analysis andreal-time synthesis software tools for researchers and composersSylvain Marchand (sm@labri.u-bordeaux.fr)Robert Strandh (strandh@labri.u-bordeaux.fr)SCRIME - LaBRI - Universit�e Bordeaux I351 cours de la Lib�eration, F-33405 Talence Cedex, FranceAbstractWe describe a software system for analysis, manipulation, and synthesis of low-noise sounds. Thesystem is based on a model derived from additive synthesis, and opens new horizons for bothresearchers and composers. The software system consists of two separate tools: InSpect andReSpect. InSpect performs the analysis of sampled sounds, extracting parameters and structur-ing them into its spectral sound model. The resulting spectral sounds can be manipulated in avery musical and intuitive way. We provide traditional operations such as �ltering, time stretch-ing, cross-synthesis, transposition while preserving formants, timbre morphing and many more.ReSpect is able to re-synthesize the audio signal from its spectral representation in real time.1 IntroductionIn order to faithfully imitate and also trans-form existing sounds using a computer, a for-mal representation is needed for these sounds.Spectral models provide general representationsin which such operations can be performed in avery natural and musically expressive way, pro-vided that an accurate analysis method is able toextract parameters from the sounds.Many analysis methods are available but fewwere implemented in a software system, and it ap-pears that freely-available analysis software toolsare extremely rare. We present in this paper asoftware system for both the Linux and the Win-dows 95/98/NT operating systems that is dis-tributed freely. It is composed of two softwaretools written in the C programming language:InSpect and ReSpect.InSpect is presented in section 2. It was devel-oped in order to convert sounds from the tempo-ral model (audio signal amplitude versus time) toa spectral representation, allowing intuitive andmusical manipulations. Although it was �rst de-signed for low-noise sounds, it can also analyze,transform, and re-synthesize noises as well. ButInSpect does not yet separate the sinusoids (de-terministic part) from the noise (stochastic part)like SMS [Ser97] does.ReSpect is presented in section 3. This soft-ware tool was designed in order to perform real-time synthesis of sounds from their spectral rep-resentation.

2 InSpect: Spectral AnalysisInSpect (\Inspect Spectrum") [Mar98b] is asound analysis program, designed to look at theinner structures of sounds. It performs the analy-sis of sampled sounds, extracting parameters andstructuring them into a spectral sound model de-rived from additive synthesis. The resulting spec-tral sounds can be then manipulated in a verymusical and intuitive way. Although InSpect canre-synthesize these sounds, ReSpect was speciallydesigned for the purpose of real-time synthesis.2.1 Sound ModelInSpect is based on additive synthesis, inwhich a sound is represented as a sum of oscil-lations. Each oscillation is produced by a sinu-soidal oscillator which frequency and amplitudevary slowly with time. Such an oscillator is com-monly called a partial. The audio signal a can becalculated using the following equations:a(t) = PXp=1 ap(t) sin(�p(t)) (1)�p(t) = �p(0) + 2� Z t0 fp(u) du (2)where P is the number of partials and fp, ap, and�p are respectively the instantaneous frequency,amplitude and phase of the p-ieth partial.InSpect can also structure these additive pa-rameters in order to switch to the StructuredAdditive Synthesis model (SAS) [DCM99], well-suited for intuitive and musical transformations.



But since this functionality is still experimental inthe actual version of the software tool, we won'tdevelop it further in this presentation.2.2 OverviewBasically, InSpect can open a sound �le, ana-lyze it, and synthesize a new one from the analy-sis. The synthesized sound �le may be played orexported. InSpect does neither care about record-ing, nor about the way the original sound �le wasobtained. Neither does it compare the resultingsounds, which is strictly the role of the (human)user. Figure 1 gives a general overview of themain functionalities of InSpect. InSpect allows
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Figure 1: InSpect Architectureyou to look at the inner structures of sounds. Foreach partial you can show its frequency and am-plitude as functions of time. You can also displaythe short-time spectrum at a given time and theassociated spectral envelope, as well as spectro-grams, phasograms, and results of linear predic-tion. . .2.2.1 Step 1: LoadingThe �rst step is to load a sampled sound. In-Spect supports many �le formats. Traditionalcomputer sound �les (WAV, AIFF, etc.) are typ-ical examples of representations of sounds in thetemporal model.2.2.2 Step 2: AnalysisInSpect was designed not only for researchersand engineers, but also for composers and musi-cians. That's why the analysis step can be per-formed without setting lots of parameters. Themost useful analysis con�gurations are availableinstead, according to the nature and the pitchof the sound to analyze. However the defaultcon�guration succeeds in most cases. The de-fault method of InSpect works best with low-noisesounds, harmonic or not. The analysis step and

its con�guration are developed later in this sec-tion.2.2.3 Step 3: SavingWhen the analysis step is completed, the re-sulting spectral sound is displayed as show in Fig-ure 2 and you can save it in a spectral format.InSpect knows how to take advantage of the slowtime-varying nature of the parameters in orderto perform e�cient compression. It is also possi-ble to import directly an already-analyzed sound,thus skipping the analysis step.2.3 AnalysisGiven a sampled sound, the aim of the anal-ysis phase is to decompose it into elementarysound components called partials, whose fre-quencies and amplitudes evolve slowly in time.This is the well-knownMcAulay-Quatieri analysis[MQ86] used in Lemur [FH96] and SMS [Ser97].InSpect performs this analysis in three steps.2.3.1 Step 1: Short-Time AnalysisOur analysis tool uses a new technique[Mar98a] for extracting parameters from sam-pled sounds. In addition to the signal itself thisnew technique uses the derivative of the signal.We compute the discrete Fourier transform (us-ing the FFT algorithm) of both the signal andthe derivative of the signal. The quotients be-tween peaks across these two spectra allow us tocompute very accurate values for the instanta-neous frequencies of the sound, which are thenused to precisely compute the corresponding am-plitudes. Our method gives very accurate valuesfor frequency and amplitude contents, providedthat partials are separated by at least the lowestfrequency of the Fourier transforms used. Ex-perience has shown that our method can workwith very short analysis windows, speeding upthe analysis while maintaining a high-quality re-sult together with an increased time resolution.InSpect was �rst developed in order to exper-iment in practice this enhancement of the stan-dard short-time Fourier analysis called the n-thorder Fourier analysis [Mar98a]. However otheranalysis methods are implemented to make com-parisons possible. Among the analysis param-eters you can change are the analysis windowwidth and type (Hanning, Kaiser, Bartlett, Ham-ming, Blackman, etc.).2.3.2 Step 2: ConnectionEach short-time analysis produces a spectralframe. Spectral peaks are tracked from frameto frame to form partials. Di�erent connectionstrategies are available, as well as connectionthresholds in frequency and amplitude.



Figure 2: InSpect displaying the evolutions of the partials of an alto saxophone as functions oftime during 0.7 seconds. The snapshot on the left shows the frequencies of partials, as well as ashort-time spectrum and the corresponding spectral envelope, while the one on the right shows theamplitudes of partials.2.3.3 Step 3: SelectionThe result of the connection step is a (fre-quently large) set of partials. InSpect selects onlysome of these partials according to certain selec-tion methods and criteria. The default method isselecting the strongest and longest partials, giventhresholds in strength and duration.2.4 TransformationsThe result of the analysis is a set of par-tials whose parameters (frequency and ampli-tude) evolve relatively slowly with time. Our soft-ware system allows us to structure and manip-ulate this intermediate representation in a verymusical and intuitive way. We provide musicalparameter extraction (volume, pitch, brightness)as well as traditional operations such as �ltering,time stretching (without limits on stretching fac-tor), cross-synthesis, transposition while preserv-ing formants, timbre morphing and many more.Since these manipulations are made on a spectralrepresentation which has fewer data points thanthe signal itself, our operations are quite e�cient.2.5 Re-synthesisFrom the spectral representation, it is thenpossible to re-synthesize a sound back in the tem-poral model. By playing the original and re-synthesized sounds and comparing them, one canhear if the original sound has been faithfully mod-eled. Again di�erent synthesis methods are pro-posed, mainly for research and experimentationpurposes. The fastest synthesis method is avail-able in a separate software tool called ReSpect.

3 ReSpect: Fast SynthesisReSpect (\Respect Spectrum") is a soundsynthesis program performing the real-time syn-thesis of spectral sounds. It can generate manyoscillators simultaneously and behaves as a vir-tual sound card accepting spectral sounds.3.1 Software OscillatorsAlthough other methods have been proposed[FRD93], we chose to generate each oscillator us-ing a simple recursive description [SC92] which is,for a discrete signal with sampling period T :s[i+ 1] = 2cos(2�fT ) � s[i]� s[i� 1] (3)This method is indeed more exible and verye�cient, as shown in [SM99]. This method al-lows an extremely �ne control of each oscillator,and we compute a new sample with one oating-point multiplication and one oating-point addi-tion, which on most platforms comes to only afew clock cycles. Numeric stability is not a prob-lem since we measure and adjust the parametersregularly and often enough to avoid any drift,and rarely enough to preserve performance. Cur-rently, we obtain about 2 oscillators per MHz ofclock frequency on Intel Pentium II processors, sothat a 400 MHz processor gives us 800 oscillatorsin real time. Although we have not investigatedthis yet, we believe that we can use results frompsychoacoustics to show that masking and otherphenomena will allow us to produce any soundwith less than 1000 oscillators or so. As a con-sequence, in a few years most people will have aPC with su�cient power on their desks to gener-ate any sound in real time based on our method.



3.2 Virtual Sound-cardsWhen ReSpect is installed as a module in theUNIX kernel, the re-synthesis is controlled by bywriting in a special device driver: /dev/respect.This driver maintains an ordered list of the ac-tive partials currently synthesized. Each partialp is represented by a (fp; ap) pair of oating-pointnumbers in double precision. Recall that fp andap are respectively the frequency and amplitudeof the p-ieth partial. The number of synthesizedpartials can vary with time. When a partial dies,the special (0; 0) pair is placed at its position inthe partials list. After that, the partial does notexist anymore. When a new partial appears, itsis simply appended to the partials list. When thepairs are written into the device driver, the fol-lowing protocol must be respected in sequence:1. For each partial p, write its (fp; ap) pair.If a partial dies, the (0; 0) pair is written.2. For each new partial, write its pair.3. Write the (�1;�1) end-marker pair.This steps should be repeated for each temporalframe, at a frequency depending on the samplingperiod. Since we are in the spectral model, thisperiod can be as low as 40 samples per second.Since ReSpect has a direct hardware access,we can guarantee that there will be no click dur-ing a live performance using ReSpect. In theworst case we will hear a steady sound for a fewmilliseconds if the spectral information does notarrive on time at the device driver.4 ConclusionWe have described in this paper a softwaresystem for analysis, manipulation, and synthesisof spectral sounds. InSpect is well-suited for anal-ysis purposes, while ReSpect performs real-timere-synthesis.While we will keep on optimizing ReSpect andits synthesis algorithm, the development of In-Spect is stopped. InSpect was �rst designed foranalysis sound only. In order to perform musicalsound transformations, we are now instead devel-oping a new research tool also useful for creation.This tool will combine the advantages of the Cprogramming language with the power of func-tional languages (Scheme or Lisp). The develop-ment version of this tool has been tested by com-posers of electro-acoustic music who were enthu-siastic. This forthcoming software system shouldopen new horizons for both researchers and com-posers. It will be freely distributed under theterms of the GNU Public License.
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